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STRETCHING SOME 
50km long and 10km wide 
it is a true wilderness area. 
It’s expanse of mangrove 

lined systems and mud flats, long 
white sandy beaches and extensive 
flats and channel systems, makes 
it perfect habitat for our countries 
premier inshore saltwater flyfishing 
targets like barramundi, queenfish, 
permit, golden trevally and GTs. The 
spectacular mountain peaks - with its 
highest point Mount Bowen standing 

at 1100 metres - run north to south 
along the whole length of the island 
and act as a natural barrier. You can 
always find somewhere to fish out of 
the summer and winter trade winds. 
The Hinchinbrook channel itself that 
divides the mainland from the island 
starts at Cardwell on the northern end 
and finishes at Lucinda at the south-
ern end. It has been a net free zone 
for many years enabling fish to pass 
through uninterrupted and making it a 
fish sanctuary. It is easy to see why it is 

a perfect flyfishing destination.
It was around the mid 80’s when the 

flats fly fishing scene at Hinchinbrook 
began to evolve. It was pioneered by 
Townsville based guide Steve Jeston 
and his clients who started to explore 
the expanses of clean warm tropical 
flats around the island and what they 
found over time was the place had it 
all; with endless flats, relative isolation, 
calm protected waters, picture postcard 
scenery and most of all flats swarming 
with fish. 

HINCHINBROOK ISLAND IS AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST ISLAND 
NATIONAL PARK AND IS PART OF THE GREAT BARRIER 

REEF WORLD HERITAGE AREA. IT IS SITUATED ALMOST 
HALF WAY BETWEEN CAIRNS AND TOWNSVILLE ON 

QUEENSLAND’S EAST COAST.

Working a shallow point for barramundi.
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What really put Hinchinbrook on the 
map was when Weipa based guide 
Alan Philliskirk caught Australia’s 
first permit with Steve by his side. 
Permit were regularly seen on the 
flats at Hinchinbrook but once 
thought of as uncatchable. That fish 
opened a veritable Pandora’s Box. 
Soon after this historical event in our 
countries saltwater flats scene, word 
got out and anglers started to flock to 
Hinchinbrook to try their luck at these 
darlings of the flats. Hinchinbrook 
was now stamped the permit capital of 
Australia and still is today. 

FLATS EVOLUTION
Over the years I have seen significant 
changes on how the flats are fished at 
Hinchinbrook. I was guided by Steve 
in the early 90’s and we mainly waded 

the flats looking for cruising fish on the 
flooding tide. Falling in love with the 
place I spent some years guiding the 
island alongside Dave Bradley. Back 
then we tackled the flats by anchoring 
up to ambush cruising fish or running 
our electric motor scanning the flats 
for fish which was relative productive. 
Then in the mid 2000’s Dave 
introduced an American poling skiff 
boat to fish the flats which definitely 
had the biggest impact. 

The success was immediate as his 
guided permit numbers doubled in 
his first season using this style of boat. 
Looking back at how the flats were 
fished in those early days does not 
even compare to what Dave and other 
Hinchinbrook guide Clinton Isaac 
are accomplishing on their skiff boats 
today. 

Saltwater shallow water 
flats fly fishing is a tough 
game and you need every 
advantage you can get. It 
goes without saying that 
fishing skinny water without 
a skiff boat is like going to 
gunfight without a gun.

The technical style poling boat 
originated in places like Florida and 
the Caribbean. The sole purpose of the 
boat was to get up in the shallowest 
of water with minimal noise to stalk 
fish such as bonefish, tarpon and 
permit. Dave simply thought if they 
are the number one style boat to fish 
the flats over there why wouldn’t they 

This solid barramundi was taken from a shallow flat.
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have a place on his home flats. Well 
his idea proved right. They are a sleek 
and smart pure fly fishing vessel with 
open clear decks. The hull is made 
in a way to minimise noise created 
from the slapping of chop on the side 
and underneath of the boat. The low 
profile design of the boats has two 
purposes; one is to sneak under the 
wind and make it easier to manoeuvre 
the vessel, and the other is they are less 
visible to fish. The ability to get up in 

super skinny water of less than 20cm 
is a huge advantage, as large predators 
have no issue being in the shallowest 
of water. These flats boats enable you 
to be there right where you need to 
be either when the tide is falling or 
rising onto the flats. The guide or 
spotter stands on a high platform at 
the rear of the boat giving him a much 
larger window to spot cruising fish 
and enables the ability to observe a 
fish’s reactions, which is a large part of 

successful flats fishing. A long carbon 
fibre pole is used for pushing the skiff 
around the flats and the advantages 
here are second to none. This quite 
approach eliminates the chance of 
spooking wary fish in shallow water. 
The stealth element also gives the 
angler a massive advantage with the 
ability to sneak up very close to fish, 
and a shorter cast only increases your 
chances of success. 

A nice barramundi that was sight cast to.

HINCHINBROOK HAS ALWAYS BEEN RECOGNIZED 
AS A GREAT BARRAMUNDI FISHERY AND ITS FLATS 
OFFER THE FLY ANGLER SOME OF THE INCREDIBLE 
SHALLOW WATER SIGHT FISHING TO LAID UP OR 

TAILING BARRAMUNDI.
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FLATS BARRAMUNDI
Hinchinbrook has always been 
recognized as a great barramundi 
fishery and its flats offer the fly angler 
some of the incredible shallow water 
sight fishing to laid up or tailing 
barramundi. Best of all there are vast 
areas around the island to do this 
style of fishing. On overcast days if 
you can’t get on the sand flats you can 
sight fish barramundi all day long 
and is a great option to have up your 
sleeve. To the north the expanses of 
mud flats inside the scenic Missionary 

Bay - which is also a net free zone - is a 
great place to look when south easterly 
winds blow. Moving inside the main 
channel the western shores of the 
island are dominated by long stretches 
of mangrove root systems, and on the 
mainland side the fallen timbers banks 
- courtesy of Cyclone Yasi - are all 
prime barramundi habitat. Neap tides 
are the best to target these shallow 
water barramundi as it brings cleaner 
water and the fish are in not a rush to 
get off the flats. The water hangs on 
the edges a lot longer giving you more 

time on where you need to be. 
Early in the season after the rains 

barramundi feed heavily on jelly 
pawns. It is not uncommon to see 
schools of barramundi working their 
way up and down the flats popping 
these jellies like a pack of wolves. A 
small unweighted tan clouser fly fished 
through the schools is a real killer 
when you find them in this mood. 
At this time of year you can also see 
tailing barramundi with their heads in 
the mud. It is quite an unusual event 
and makes for very exciting fishing.

Wrestling a shallow water barramundi.
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As the season moves 
on into winter you 
can find laid up 
barramundi sunning 
themselves in the 
ultra-clear water and 
typically these are 
singles. 

A gently landed toad or 
bunny fly on a barramundi’s 
nose is the best bet. They 
are lazy fish and in the clear 
shallow water are even more 
uninclined to move out of 
their holding spot to take a 
fly. Moving into the warmer 
months barramundi start to 
school up. A good place to 
find them now is the edges of 
gutters and snake drains on 
the flats. Around this time of 
year mangrove jack are found 
in good numbers which are a 
great by-catch when fishing for 
barramundi in the shallows. 
Visually seeing a barramundi 
eat the fly in clean shallow 
water is quite an experience. 
In this situation always keep 

your rod low pointed directly at the 
fish and when it eats set the hook with 
a solid strip strike. Because of the 
lightning fast bite from a barramundi, 
anglers who rely on a trout (or side set 
hook manoeuvre) will usually end in a 
missed bite. 

TOP. Jacks like these are readily caught whilst 
shallow water barramundi fishing.

MIDDLE. Grunter taken from a side creek on 
the island side.

BOTTOM. This barramundi was taken on a 
clouser whilst eating jelly prawns.

HALCO C-GAR:
THE WELL BALANCED FISHING LURE
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C-GAR
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HINCHINBROOK IS A BREATHTAKING 
FLYFISHING DESTINATION. 

(PHOTO JOHN CAMPBELL)
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FLATS BIG FOUR

GOLDEN TREVALLY, 
GTS, QUEENFISH AND 
PERMIT ARE OUR 
COUNTRIES MOST 
RECOGNIZABLE FLATS 
SPECIES THAT CAN ALL 
BE FOUND AROUND  
THE ISLAND. 

There are many sand flats to choose 
from at Hinchinbrook and you are 
not just limited to one. At the top end 
of the island near Cardwell you have 
the Passage Flat, and moving down 
the channel towards Lucinda there are 
numerous other flats like the Seymour 
where Alan Philliskirk caught “that 
permit” and when the wind is down 
there are some very fishable beach flats 
on the front of the Island along Zoe 
and Mulligan Bay. The big four can be 
found in good numbers around the 
island flats all year long, although what 
is more important is picking the right 
tides and like with barramundi fishing 
the neap tides are the best. Typically, 
half way through the falling and rising 
tide is when the sand flats start to 
really take shape and fish their best. 
With just enough water on the flats 
fish get forced into gutters making it a 
perfect time to ambush them. Finding 
fish on the flats can be done two ways; 
you can either park yourself in one 
position near points and bars waiting 
for them to come to you, or simply 
move around the flats looking for 
cruising fish. 

TOP. A tailing permit taken on a 
crab fly.

MIDDLE. Permit are the pinnacle 
for the saltwater fly angler.

BOTTOM. Admiring a lovely 
Hinchinbrook permit.
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A white or tan shrimp style fly is the 
pattern of choice when you want to 
cover various options on the flats. 
It’s what you can call an ”Each Way 
Bet Fly”. If you see a golden trevally 
foraging for yabbies on the bottom you 
can fish the fly deep, with long slow 
strips trying to draw the bite. Yet, if a 
queensfish or GT decide to come upon 
your path you can fish the fly high in 
the water column and utilise small 
little bumps to get their attention. It is 
always good to have a bigger deceiver 
style rigged up for when those big 
bruiser GTs decide to show up. Permit 
will also eat the shrimp fly though 
chasing them is a whole other game.

PERMIT

IF YOU THINK OF 
PERMIT IN AUSTRALIAN 
FLY FISHING CIRCLES 
YOU THINK OF 
HINCHINBROOK 
ISLAND. BOTH SPECIES; 
THE BLOCCHI AND 
ANAK CAN BE FOUND 
HERE.

The blocchi are predominately 
found on the beaches on the front 
of the Island, with the anak more 
commonly found on the flats inside 
of the channel. What separates 
Hinchinbrook from other permit 
fisheries in the country is the sheer 
numbers you see here. I have been 
guided by Clint on numerous 
occasions and was blown away on how 

TOP. This big queenfish hooked in 
the shallows was excitement plus.

MIDDLE. Hinchinbrook Island has 
some mega queenfish.

BOTTOM. A big queenfish taken on 
a popper.
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MAIN. Releasing a golden trevally. INSET. A golden trevally taken inside the channel.
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many fish we saw, compared to what 
I have seen at other locations. Fishing 
for permit is a percentage game; the 
more shots you have the better the 
chance you have of catching one of 
these prized fly targets, and this is why 
Hinchinbrook is a stand out location. 
If you are serious about catching 
permit then you have to put all your 
time into chasing them. This means 
passing up opportunities to cast at 
other flats fish, as this could cost you 
your shot at a permit. 

Clint thrives on chasing these fish 
and is a gun permit guide. His 2015 
season speaks for itself whereby he 
managed to guide two of his clients 
onto four permit days. 

HE BELIEVES THE BATTLE 
IS USUALLY LOST WHEN 
YOU SAY THE WORD 
“PERMIT” AS PEOPLE JUST 
CRUMBLE AND TENSE UP, 
AND THEY ARE UNABLE 
TO MAKE A MEASURED 
CONFIDENT CAST. HE SAYS 
YOU NEED TO JUST LOOK 
AT THEM AS ANOTHER 
FISH AND DON’T PUT 
THEM ON A PEDESTAL. 
“DON’T FEAR THE PERMIT 
BUT THE PERMIT FEAR 
YOU” IS HIS MOTTO. 

Chasing permit is a tough technical 
game and only with plenty time of 
time on the water will you really get 
a better understanding of these fish. 

Watching Clint and Dave guide for 
permit around Hinchinbrook you 
never really know what goes on in a 
permit guides head, though there are 
certainly a few common denominators 
they both have that makes this game a 
little easier. Having patience is essential 
and don’t go rushing around the flats. 
Stick with your game plan. One aspect 
that cost most anglers a permit is their 
inability to make a quick accurate cast. 
Your first cast on a permit is usually 
your best chance. What fly that is 
going to be used is important - which 
will either be a shrimp or crab - but the 
most critical part is the need to fish it 
on the bottom. This often means a well 
weighted fly. To sum it up you need to 
be able to make a quick and accurate 
first cast with a relative heavy fly and 
fish it confidently to have any chance in 
catching these fish.

Scanning a flat for permit.
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BEYOND THE FLATS

HINCHINBROOK IS 
DEFINITELY A PLACE 
OF OPTIONS IF YOU 
WANTED A CHANGE 
FROM THE FLATS. YOU 
COULD HIT UP THE 
NUMEROUS CREEKS ON 
BOTH THE MAINLAND 
AND ISLAND SIDE. 

A deeply worked white clouser on 
an intermediate line on deep creek 
bends could find you tarpon, blue 
salmon, grunter and fingermark. At 
Eva Island off the north eastern tip of 
the Hinchinbrook you can find good 
numbers of longtail and mack tuna. 
The rock headlands on the ocean 
facing side of the island produce tusk 
fish, a flats species that is starting to  
get a lot more attention.

OPPOSITE TOP. This is why saltwater 
flats fishing is irresistible.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM. Another mega 
queenfish.

TOP RIGHT. A big golden trevally 
caught whilst feeding on a yabby bed.

MIDDLE RIGHT. The author casting to 
a cruising golden trevally on a typical 
Hinchinbrook sandflat.

BOTTOM RIGHT. A lontail tuna taken  
at the top of the island.
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 GETTING THERE. ▼i 

Hinchinbrook Island is located just off the mainland 
and stretches from Cardwell to Lucinda in Far North 
Queensland. It is an easy location to travel to and this is 
one of the major drawcards of this flyfishing destination. 
Just a short flight from major cities such as Sydney and 
Melbourne you can be flyfshing for our counties most 
exciting tropical flats species within hours.

You can either fly into Townsville or Cairns airports. 
Cardwell is the major port of call to the island and is 
located about 2.5hrs drive each way of these major 
centres. The easiest option is to hire a car from the two 
airports or alternatively you could catch one of the two 
coach services, Greyhound or Premier. Ingham travel 
also runs a private shuttle service.

 LODGING/GUIDING. ▼i

The newly established Australian Flyfishing Lodge is 
owned and operated by Clinton Isaac. It is Australia’s 
first exclusive saltwater fly lodge that runs in 
conjunction with Australian Flyfishing Outfitters. I stay at 
the lodge on my trips here and just love the atmosphere 
it has. It is located just outside the small sleepy town of 
Cardwell in Port Hinchinbrook. The open plan lodge can 
accommodate up to six anglers very comfortably. The 
large open deck has water views overlooking the Island 
and is a perfect place to unwind after a day’s fishing. 

Clinton Isaac and Dave Bradley are the only fulltime 
flyfishing guides in the area. These guys are saltwater 
flyfishing flats specialists and the only two fly guides in 
the Australia working out of skiff boats. Clinton runs a 
16ft Redfisher whilst Dave runs an 18ft Maverick. 

Flyfishing packages start at $850 for a single angler 
and $1000 per day for two anglers ($500per day). 
Bookings can be made directly through the lodge and 
are tailor made to suit anglers needs.

Web: www.australianflyfishinglodge.com.au 
Email: australianflyfishinglodge@gmail.com 
Phone: 0415990270

 SEASONS/WEATHER. ▼i

Hinchinbrook is a 365 day fishery (although subject 
to cyclones) with the prime months from March to 
December. One of the great things about fly fishing at 
Hinchinbrook is you can always find protection from 
the wind. By being located in the tropics the weather 
is warm and humid in the summer months, while the 
winter months are very pleasant with top temperatures 
around 25°C. 

 SPECIES. ▼i

The main target species on the mud flats are 
barramundi and mangrove jack. On the sand flats 
permit, queenfish, golden trevally and GTs are the main 
targets. Other species that can be caught around the 
Island on fly are tarpon, black bream, grunter, blue 
salmon and fingermark. The inshore blue water has 
good numbers of longtail and mackerel tuna.

 TACKLE. ▼i

For chasing barramundi on the flats an 8 weight fly rod 
with a floating line is ideal with a matching reel. The 
Airflo Ridge Clear floating line is great for those skinny 
water barramundi. Leaders are very simple and consist 
of 9ft of 40lb fluoro carbon straight through. It is always 
good to carry a spare spool containing an 8 weight 
intermediate line. Favoured flies for chasing barramundi 
are bunnies, toads, things and gold bombers on 2/0 
hooks that are all tied with weed guards. For the sand 
flats a good quality reel and 10 weight rod will help 
roll over heavier flies and in particular those used for 
permit. I like to use the Airflo Flatsmaster as it was 
created for Australian flats conditions. Leaders for 
the flats should be tapered down to a 20pound fluoro 
carbon tip section. On those really glassy days 16lb 
fluoro carbon is the better choice. Flats flies typically 
are crab and shrimp variations.

 OTHER ACTIVITIES. ▼i

The main tourist attraction on Hinchinbrook Island is 
the Thorsbone Trail involving a three day hiking and 
camping walk. To the west of Cardwell there a various 
rainforest walks and freshwater swimming holes and 
waterfalls. Cairns is just a short drive away which is the 
gateway to the magnificent Great Barrier Reef.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A NEW modern private lodge  
 Catering from 1 to 6 anglers                                                                                  
 Panoramic views of the breathtaking Hinchinbrook Island 

 A range of accommodation/flyfishing packages available 

 All levels of flyfishing experience are welcome 

The Australian Flyfishing Lodge uses the services of local experienced guides and their skiff boats,  

with a strong emphasis on sight and flats flyfishing for Permit, Golden Trevally, Queenfish, Barramundi 

and many more 

Now taking bookings for the 2017 season 

         

       W: australianflyfishinglodge.net.au       E: australianflyfishinglodge@gmail.com        P: 0415 990 270        

 

   Australia’s First Exclusive Saltwater Flyfishing Lodge 

Australia’s #1 Permit 
Destination 




